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1. ELIGIBILITY & AGE LIMIT

1.1. Players should be registered members of USA Cricket
1.2. Players are not permitted to play for more than one team in one age group.
1.3. Females can participate in the tournament.
1.4. Female players get a two year age exception to participate in a lower age-group.
1.5. Age cut-offs are on September 1st of each year.
1.6. Younger players outside of the eligible age-ranges will need special permission from the tournament

body to participate in higher age groups.

Males U13 U16
Born on or after Sep 1st 2010 Sep 1st 2007
Born on or before Aug 31st 2012 Aug 31st 2009
Females U13 U16
Born on or after Sep 1st 2008 Sep 1st 2005
Born on or before Aug 31st 2012 Aug 31st 2009

2. MATCH DURATION

2.1. All Matches - Matches will consist of one innings per side and each innings will be limited to the
below max number of overs
● U13 – 30 Overs
● U16 – 40 Overs

2.2. 30 overs game - Each side will get 2 hours 15 minutes to complete the allocated overs, which includes
a 5-minute drinks break after the 15th over. Innings break will be 20 minutes.

2.3. 40 overs game- Each side will get 3 hours to complete the allocated overs, which includes two
5-minute drinks break after the 13th/14th over and 26th/27th over. Innings break will be 40 minutes.

2.4. The on-field umpires will be responsible for time management and will make every effort to complete
the games on time.

2.5. Hours of Play and Intervals and Conditions of Play – all games will be played under the General ICC
Laws AND the Spirit of Cricket guidelines.

2.6. Drinks will be taken on the field of play and no extra time will be allowed. Player(s) may be allowed
drinks in natural breaks in the game – when a wicket falls, injury breaks, lost ball etc. However, this is
at the umpires discretion and permission. Drinks and drink breaks will be taken ON the field of play
and players require permission to leave the field of play. During extreme hot conditions, Umpires may
allow more than one scheduled drinks break

3. START AND CESSATION TIMES

3.1. Scheduled start time as published in the schedule.
3.2. Maximum of 40 minutes interval between innings.
3.3. The toss MUST be done 15 minutes before the normal start of play between the two captains or their

representatives. In the event of a team (i.e., <=7 players present) not being able to comply, the
opposing team is awarded the toss.
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4. GENERAL PLAYING CONDITIONS

4.1. Play shall not commence until at least 7 registered players from each team are present. The scheduled
start time of any game is the time shown as per the schedule.

4.2. However, if the late attending team is not ready to start play within 30 minutes of the scheduled start
time the match will be abandoned and the team having enough players will be declared as winner.

4.3. Penalty overs will be deducted for late starts by either or both teams. (Start of play is when the
umpire calls play). One over penalty for every 4-minute delay.

4.4. All scoring to be done live and player information to be recorded at the start of the game.
4.5. An incoming batsman MUST pass the outgoing batsman on the field of play .
4.6. Every team must have a dark colored uniform (pant and shirt) that is the same for all players. Batters

and wicket keepers should also wear colored pads. Umpires will NOT allow inappropriately dressed
persons on the field of play and this rule will be rigidly enforced.

4.7. White leather balls to be used for the games.
4.8. Before the first ball of the last over of each innings, the umpire(s) shall call ‘last over’ clearly so that

both sides understand.
4.9. In matches that are played on artificial pitches no spikes will be worn by either batsmen or bowlers

and if in the opinion of the umpires the type of footwear is likely to damage or is damaging the
surface in any way, they will be asked to change. If the player refuses the player will not be allowed to
bat or bowl in that footwear.

4.10. Mobile phones are not allowed on the field of play and if a player has one and is seen using it or
'ringing' a 5-run penalty will be awarded to the opposing team. It is not acceptable to arrive on the
field of play and hand it to the umpire to retain.

4.11. Discarded clothing/bottles or items that are hit by the ball on the field of play whilst the ball is in play
will invoke a 5 run Penalty as in helmet rules to the non-offending team.

4.12. Playing Format and Details

U13 U16
Ball 142 gm (White) 156 gm (White)

Pitch 22 yards 22 yards

Boundary 50 yards 60 yards

Inner circle 25 Yards 30 Yards

Maximum overs /bowler 6 overs 8 overs

Total Overs 30 Overs 40 Overs

Power Play
P1- 2 Fielders, P2 - 4 Fielders
P3 -5 Fielders

P1: 0-6
P2: 7-24
P3: 25-30

P1: 0-8
P2: 9-32
P3: 33-40

5. LENGTH OF INNINGS

5.1. General regulations for uninterrupted matches
5.2. Each team shall have the opportunity to bat for full-allocated overs. If they are dismissed before the

completion of these allocated overs or a result is reached, the remaining overs will not be bowled.
5.3. If the teams batting first are dismissed before the completion of their allocated overs the teams

batting second are entitled to have the opportunity to bat for allocated overs.
5.4. It is the fielding team's Captains responsibility to monitor the time taken to bowl the overs but should

seek advice from the umpires about this. However, umpires will take into account any circumstances
that are outside the control of the fielding side when making this judgment (e.g., delays caused by the
batting side e.g., extended time taken to retrieve the ball, delays caused by injuries or excess heat
issues.
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5.5. The on-field umpires may use their discretion to shorten the game’s duration if they feel that the
game will go beyond the allocated time. They will notify both the team captains and Managers about
this.

6. PLAYING CONDITION RULES

6.1. For the entire length of the innings at the instant of delivery, there may not be more than five fielders
on the leg side.

6.2. Inner Circles
6.2.1. Two outer semi-circles shall be drawn on the field of play. The semi-circles have as their

center the middle stump at either end of the pitch.
6.2.2. The radius of each of the semi-circles is shown in the above table
6.2.3. The ends of each semicircle are joined to the other by a straight line drawn on the field on

the same side of the pitch.
6.3. Boundaries / Outer Circle

6.3.1. It is recommended that, other than in exceptional circumstances, the size of the boundary,
measured from the middle of the pitch being used in the match, shall conform to the
dimensions shown above.

7. FIELDING & OTHER RESTRICTIONS

7.1. Younger Player - No young player (13 and under) in any age group shall be allowed to field closer than
8 yards (7.3 meters) from the middle stump, except behind the wicket on the offside, until the
batsman has played at the ball. A fielder shall be allowed to move into the restricted area to make a
catch or field the ball provided that they were outside the area when the stroke was made. Umpires
shall enforce this rule to keep safety of younger cricketers in mind.

7.2. Non-Power Play Rules - No more than five fielders are permitted outside this outer fielding restriction
area and no more than five fielders are permitted on leg side.

7.3. In the event of infringement of any of the above fielding restrictions, the striker’s end umpire will call
and signal No Ball. 

7.4. Number of players – A team can have max 12 players. 11 to bat and 12 to bowl. (1 Super sub)
7.5. Too many Wides/no-balls - If a bowler doesn't complete an over, then another bowler is allowed to

complete it, but it'll contribute towards that bowler’s max quota. The bowler can still come back and
bowl again.

7.6. Runners are not permitted for an injured batter.
7.7. A helmet is mandatory for the batter and wicket keepers. 

8. WIDES AND NO BALLS

8.1. Wide Ball - Judging a Wide -No delivery will be called Wide if it comes into contact with the striker’s
bat or person or is called as a No ball (Laws 2003). For all other deliveries the following interpretation
will apply:

8.2. Off-side Wides
8.2.1. Two white lines will be marked joining the bowling and popping creases. Each line will be

parallel to the Return Crease and will be 35” (88.90cms) from the center of the middle
stump.
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8.2.2. It will also be a Wide if the batsman moves away from the ball and it passes over or outside
of this white line.

8.3. Leg side Wides
8.3.1. The line markings mentioned above do not apply to leg side deliveries.
8.3.2. Any ball passing down the leg side i.e., missing the leg stump is deemed a wide ball even if

the batsman steps inside the line unless the ball passes over the stumps. However, if the
batsman moves before the bowler gets into his stride and unless the ball goes way down leg,
it will not be called a wide

8.4. No Balls - Bouncers/Short Pitched Balls
8.4.1. Two bouncers per over will be allowed. A short-pitched ball is defined as any ball that passes

or would have passed over the shoulder of the batsman in his normal standing position. It is
immaterial whether he hits it or not.

8.4.2. If that short pitch ball is deemed a wide on grounds of height or direction or is a no ball, it
counts as the one for the over.

8.4.3. The Bowlers End Umpire will inform the bowler, the batsman and the fielding captain that
the one per over has been bowled.

8.4.4. Should there be a 3rd 'bouncer' in the same over it will be called No Ball by the umpire.
8.5. Ball bouncing more than once, rolling along the ground or pitching off the pitch

8.5.1. The umpire shall call and signal No ball if a ball which he/she considers to have been
delivered, without having previously touched bat or person of the striker,

“Bounces more than once or rolls along the ground before it reaches the popping crease”
OR
“Pitches wholly or partially off the pitch as defined in MCC Law 6.1 (Area of pitch) before it reaches
the line of the striker’s wicket. When a non-turf pitch is being used, this will apply to any ball that
wholly or partially pitches off the artificial surface.”

8.6. Free Hit
8.6.1. Free-hit will be used for all no balls.
8.6.2. Field positions cannot be altered for the same striker for a free hit. Only exception being the

no-ball called for the fielding violation, in that case only infringing fielder can change position
to comply with fielding restrictions.

8.6.3. Field positions can be changed on a free hit if the striker changes.
8.6.4. No stumping is allowed on Free-hit.

8.7. Bowling of high full pitch balls
8.7.1. Any delivery (irrespective of its speed or direction) which passes or would have passed on

the full above the waist band of the batsman trousers height, standing upright at the crease
is to be deemed dangerous and unfair, whether or not it is likely to inflict physical injury on
the striker

8.7.2. The umpires will ensure that no such deliveries go unpunished.
8.7.3. It is immaterial whether the batsman hits the ball or not.
8.7.4. The bowlers end umpire in consultation with leg umpire will call any such delivery a waist

height ‘No Ball’ and will be followed by Free Hit
8.7.5. If a ball crossing the batsman above the waist hits the wicket (but not in contact with any

part of the batter or bat prior to hitting the stumps), the batsman will be given out and no
no-ball will be called.

8.8. Bowler breaking the Non-Striker’s Wicket during Delivery
8.8.1. Where a bowler breaks the non-striker’s wicket during his delivery any umpire shall call ‘No

Ball’ – free hit allowed.
8.8.2. Umpire will call it a No ball if the bowler breaks the wicket during his delivery stride.
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9. THE BALL

9.1. A new ball will be used at the start of each innings.
9.2. The umpires will decide if and when a ball becomes unfit for use and obtain a replacement.
9.3. All used balls must be handed to the umpire at the end of the innings. Teams are not allowed to keep

the used balls.

10. POINTS SYSTEM

10.1. Team that wins will be awarded 2 points. Losing team does not get any points. Since we have 4 teams
in each age group, the top 2 teams are determined by the number of winning points first, and then
NRR, will get to play the Finals. The remaining two teams will play for 3rd and 4th place.

10.2. It shall be the duty of the captain(s) of the team(s) and the umpire(s) to ascertain between innings the
total runs scored by the side batting first and to agree the batting target accordingly.

10.3. If a team is not available for the game to start on time as explained earlier, full points will be awarded
to the other team. Umpires will decide on awarding the game.

10.4. Interrupted Games - In the event of a game been shortened due to weather or delayed during the
game by unforeseen circumstances either before the start or during the game:
10.4.1. If possible, start the game from the beginning with a minimum of 15 overs per side played.
10.4.2. Work out the number of overs to be played by the time left and dividing it by 4.5 minutes per

over.
10.4.3. Wherever possible both sides must have the same number of overs to play.
10.4.4. Umpires to work out the numbers of overs per bowler of a pro rata basis as well as agreeing

the fielding restrictions
10.4.5. For DLS calculation, use https://www.homeoft20.com/duckworthlewis/
10.4.6. Minimum number of overs for a game to have a result will be 40% of the total number of

overs
10.5. Abandoned Games

10.5.1. In the event of a game being abandoned by any team there the other team will be declared
as winner

10.5.2. In the scenario where one of the playing team is the home team and unable to provide the
ground, away team will be declared winner

10.5.3. If teams are playing at neutral ground, the ground custodian team needs to provide the proof
of the ground permit / availability ahead of the time with ground liaison from the HUB need
to validate the permit.

11. TEAM SCORERS AND UMPIRES

11.1. Both teams will appoint one scorer(s) for each game played. Both scorers and umpires have to tally
score sheets after each inning & approve for correctness.

11.2. Two neutral umpires will be assigned to each game. Umpires decisions are final.

12. PENALTY POINT

12.1. Late Starts, Slow Over Rate, Batsmen NOT crossing on Field of Play.
12.2. Late starts / Slow over rate / Delays for non-injury breaks etc.
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12.3. Bowling first if Innings (minus injury or drinks break by batsmen) is not complete in stipulated time
per the table 4.11 – Penalty of 1 over per 4.5 minute for delay time will be deducted from second
inning

12.4. Bowling second if Innings (minus injury or drinks break by batsmen) is not complete in stipulated time
per the table 4.11 – Penalty of 6 runs per over remaining after allotted time will be deducted from
second inning target and the inning will continue till allotted overs are finished.

12.5. Start of Play is when the umpire calls 'Play'

13. THE RESULT

13.1. The team scoring the highest number of runs will be deemed the winner.
13.2. In the event of a tie, no super over will be used.

14. BATSMAN RETIREMENT

14.1. A batsman can be retired due to injury that happened during the game and that player can return to
bat anytime. If strategically retired by the coach, he is retired out and cannot come back for batting. 

15. SUBSTITUTE/12TH MAN

15.1. Supersub is allowed, the 12th player can be used actively as a batsman or bowler.
15.2. The supersub should be announced to the umpire before the toss. The roster will be completed at

the toss for the 12 players or 11 players. No new player addition will be allowed after toss
15.3. Substitutes can join the game immediately (bowl or bat) without having to wait for the duration they

were not in the game.

16. ICC ONE DAY RULES

16.1. ICC One Day rules will be used for anything not covered in this document.

17. WEATHER RELATED EXCEPTION

17.1. Considering the travel and importance of the event, the host would try its best to give a game to each
team. For this if the game is delayed due to rain/thunderstorm it would be attempted to continue
from the point it was stopped. The decision would be made by the Tournament governing body and
teams are requested to abide and cooperate.

17.2. Minimum number of overs for a game to have a result will be 40% of the total number of overs
17.3. Teams are requested to be accommodative/supportive of these changes which are intended to

benefit the teams directly and are forced due to natural causes beyond human control.
17.4. In case the games cannot be played due to weather or some other act of god or otherwise, there will

be no change in the ranking for the two teams scheduled to play that game.
17.5. If the final ranking game rains out, then the winner will be declared based on higher points or NRR.
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18. FORMAT

18.1. Each team will play based on the age specific format
18.1.1. U16 - 40 overs
18.1.2. U13 - 30 overs

18.2. First 3 days, every team plays against each other. Fourth day - Finals.
18.3. Top 2 teams will qualify for finals, based on points or NRR.

19. INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

19.1. Individual Awards/Recognitions are meant to recognize good performances. Below are the awards
and how they are decided.

19.2. Player of the Match – One Player of the Match will be awarded per game. The winner will be decided
by the umpire with input/recommendations from the two coaches/managers (one from each team). If
a common decision cannot be made, the umpires make the final call. If still no agreement, then
Cricclubs’ top recommendation MUST be followed. Man of the match can be awarded to any player
regardless of the outcome of the game.

19.3. Best Batter- Most runs scored in the tournament including playoffs.
19.4. Best Bowler – Most Wickets. If a tie, then the player with better economy will be selected for the

award.
19.5. Player of the Series – Top performer from the series including playoffs.
19.6. Best Fielder – Top performing fielder from the series. (Keepers excluded)
19.7. Best Keeper – Top performing keeper from the series

20. PLAYER SHARING & VALIDATIONS

20.1. A player can play only for the team(s) registered.
20.2. Roster will be validated & published for each team on Cricclubs.
20.3. Player will not be allowed to play without validation

21. UMPIRES

21.1. Depending on availability of umpires, the below priority will be followed for umpiring assignments
21.1.1. Two certified neutral umpires
21.1.2. One certified and one uncertified, both neutral
21.1.3. Two uncertified neutral umpires
21.1.4. One certified or uncertified neutral umpire with another neutral parent umpire
21.1.5. Two neutral parent umpires
21.1.6. Each team nominates a parent umpire for that particular game.

Neutral parent umpires will be from a pool of parents recommended by the individual Academies. These
parents will not umpire in the age group their kids are playing in nor will they umpire any of their
Academy team games.

21.2. Team Managers must carry a copy of this document and ICC rule book
21.3. Umpire’s decision will always be final
21.4. Umpire Lunch will provided by Strikers Cricket Academy
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21.5. Umpire fees will be as follows
▪ $120 - U16 game
▪ $90 - U13 game

22. SAFETY, SECURITY, AND INCLUSION

22.1. Strikers Cricket Academy and staff will ensure an inclusive, safe, and welcoming environment for all.
22.2. All staff, players, and parents must respect the rights and dignity of every person regardless of gender,

race, ethnicity, or sexual orientation
22.3. Volunteers, team managers, coaching staff, officials, staff and all others involved will recognize the

importance of safety and security and never intentionally compromise the safety of participants, on or
off the field.

22.4. All volunteers and staff must promote the principles of the Spirit of Cricket and discourage unsporting
behavior.
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